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Summary

Background

Since nearly half of new HIV infections worldwide occur among young people aged 15–24 years, changing sexual behaviour in this group will be crucial in tackling the pandemic. Qualitative research is starting to reveal how social and cultural forces shape young people’s sexual behaviour and can help explain why information campaigns and condom distribution programmes alone are often not enough to change it. We undertook a systematic review to identify key themes emerging from such research, to help inform policymakers developing sexual health programmes, and guide future research.

Methods

We reviewed 268 qualitative studies of young people’s sexual behaviour published between 1990 and 2004. We developed a method of comparative thematic analysis in which we coded each document according to themes they contained. We then identified relations between codes, grouping them accordingly into broader overall themes. Documents were classified as either primary or secondary depending on their quality and whether they contained empirical data. From the 5452 reports identified, we selected 246 journal articles and 22 books for analysis.

Findings

Seven key themes emerged: young people assess potential sexual partners as “clean” or “unclean”; sexual partners have an important influence on behaviour in general; condoms are stigmatising and associated with lack of trust; gender stereotypes are crucial in determining social expectations and, in turn, behaviour; there are penalties and rewards for sex from society; reputations and social displays of sexual activity or inactivity are important; and social expectations hamper communication about sex. The themes do not seem to be exclusive to any particular country or cultural background, and all themes were present, in varying degrees, in all countries assessed.

Interpretation

This study summarises key qualitative findings that help in understanding young people’s sexual behaviour and why they might have unsafe sex; policymakers must take these into account when designing HIV programmes. Considerable overlap exists between current studies, which indicates the need to broaden the scope of future work.

Introduction

With nearly half of new HIV infections worldwide occurring in young people aged 15–24 years, changing sexual behaviour in this group will be crucial in tackling the growing pandemic. Campaigns targeting young people have encouraged safer sex, either through condom use or avoiding penetration. Prevention efforts have often involved giving out condoms free of charge and providing information through school talks and leaflets. Yet even where condoms have been freely available and awareness of sexual disease high, such campaigns have often had
disappointing results. Qualitative research is starting to show that strong social and cultural forces shape sexual behaviour and is helping to explain why providing information and condoms—while important—are often not enough to change this behaviour. In particular, such work helps us understand why some HIV prevention programmes have been ineffective and how they might be improved. Since the advent of HIV/AIDS, the number of studies in this field has grown. Previously the realm of sex specialists, sexual behaviour is now scrutinised by sociologists, anthropologists, and public-health specialists in a way that would not have happened before the epidemic. However, whereas earlier work sought to describe and understand sexual behaviour in general, current research tends to focus on identifying, explaining, and changing sexual practices relevant to HIV transmission.

Although quantitative research is effective at answering questions such as “what percentage of young people report using a condom the first time they had sex?”, it is less useful if we want to know the reasons for their behaviour; nor will it give a broad description of what happened during the sexual encounter. Qualitative research helps describe, and find the reasons for, behaviour and its social context. Because this is a comparatively new field and qualitative work is usually published in specialist journals, such research tends not to be read by other researchers, clinicians, or policymakers. This systematic review provides a critical synthesis of existing qualitative evidence for a wider audience, to inform research and policy. We show how the findings illuminate our understanding of sexual behaviour, and help to answer key questions. Finally we ask: where does the research go from here? To our knowledge, this paper is the first comprehensive review of this literature.

Methods

We reviewed qualitative empirical studies of young people’s (aged 10–25 years) sexual behaviour published in English between 1990 and 2004 inclusive. We included any study reporting empirical, non-numerical data on sexual behaviour even if the focus was elsewhere—eg, on drug use, but excluded studies focusing exclusively on commercial sex work or child sexual abuse because these added complexities beyond the scope of this review.

Identification of data sources

We searched these databases: BIDS:IBSS, BIDS: Ingenta, PsycInfo via Ovid, PubMed (NLM), CINAHL via Ovid, Ovid Medline, Books via Ovid, Web of Science, EMBASE via Ovid, Anthropology plus. We used these search terms: (foc* group* OR grounded theory OR anthropol* OR ethnograph* OR qualitative) AND (sexual* OR risk behav*) AND (juvenile OR youth OR young people OR young male* OR young female* OR adolesc* OR teen* OR student* OR girl* OR boy*) where * indicates wildcard. Searches for misspellings and MeSH terms were automatically added in PubMed searches. We also searched the catalogues of the M25 consortium of London University libraries (150 academic libraries in London) and Copac (merged online catalogues of major UK and Irish university research libraries, plus the British Library and the National Library of Scotland), following up references in review articles and book reviews, consulting experts in the field, and hand searching within London libraries. We handsearched key journals: Culture, Health and Sexuality, Reproductive Health Matters, Sociology of Health and Illness, Lancet, Archives of Sexual Behavior, AIDS Care, and Social Science and Medicine.

Comparative thematic analysis

We did a review and synthesis of qualitative work analogous to a quantitative meta-analysis. No particular method exists for analysing and synthesising qualitative studies. Unlike quantitative analyses, where focus and methods are defined a priori, qualitative analysis is guided by emerging findings. We developed a strategy that we name comparative thematic analysis from existing work on meta-analysis of qualitative data4,5 and our own experience of qualitative analysis.6 The method treats the research papers as documents, and analyses them using well-established qualitative techniques: first, we independently reviewed and coded the documents. Codes represented themes that emerged from the documents—eg, violence against women. We refined
these dozens of codes through discussion and the use of constant comparison within and between codes to ensure that they accurately reflected the material. We then identified correlations between the different themes, grouping them into the broad overall themes.

Documents were classed as primary—of high quality or containing empirical data about sex (ie, specific reports about sexual events rather than about attitudes or opinions), or both, or they were classed as secondary—lower quality, with no empirical data about sex. High quality studies provided theoretical insight into sexual behaviour or contained thorough descriptions of particular contexts. For instance, they could include detailed, evidence-based descriptions of family expectations about young people’s sexual behaviour. Lower quality referred to those with simple, non-detailed descriptions or failing to provide evidence for statements made, or both. To ensure comprehensive coverage, we coded both primary and secondary documents, then refined the codes using the primary studies only. No additional themes emerged from the secondary studies. We took this to indicate that our final comparative thematic analysis covered the breadth of the literature reviewed, and that our selection and quality criteria were robust.

We identified 5452 reports, of which 2102 remained after exclusions because of the irrelevance of the title, and 268 after exclusions because the content in the abstract or the full text did not meet our inclusion criteria. 56 items had no abstract and could not be obtained from UK libraries or directly from the authors. The final sample for analysis contained 246 journal articles and 22 books, of which 121 items were primary documents. Summary data for these are shown in the table.

Role of the funding source

The sponsors of the study had no role in study design; collection, analysis, and interpretation of data; writing the report; or the decision to submit the paper for publication.

Results

Seven key themes emerged: five related to sexual behaviour in general and two (themes 1 and 3) to condom use in particular. There was considerable overlap between the studies, and so citations are representative rather than comprehensive (the table lists in full the themes in each study). Most studies in our final sample assessed behaviour in unmarried heterosexual young people, and this focus is retained here.

The research shows us that, worldwide, not only is sexual behaviour strongly shaped by social forces, but those forces are surprisingly similar in different settings, with variations of the extent to which each theme is present rather than of kinds of themes. For example, women’s sexual freedom is universally restricted compared with men’s. The exact nature of what is deemed inappropriate and the penalties for transgression—from verbal censure to “honour killings”, a practice in which a family member kills a female relative as punishment for sexual behaviour considered to have brought “dishonour” to the family6,7— vary both within and between societies.

Theme 1: Young people subjectively assess the risks from sexual partners on the basis of whether they are “clean” or “unclean”

Studies repeatedly showed that young people assess the disease risk of a potential partner by how well they know their partner socially, their partner’s appearance, or other unreliable indicators.8–12 They readily use condoms to protect against disease with “risky” partners. For instance, in Shanghai, “men seemed to feel they could distinguish between women who were likely to be ‘clean’ (disease free)…and ‘dirty’ based on their behaviour and social position”.13 Thus, young people who use condoms in short term, unstable relationships might not use them in longer term relationships.8,14,15

"Depends how ‘easy’ she is. If she’d sleep with me the first night, I’d wear a condom. But if I met a girl who weren’t that type of girl and started seeing her regular, then I’d trust her. I don’t like wearing them”. UK, man aged 20–24 years16
Such young people may however use condoms with “clean” or long-term partners to avoid pregnancy—which could be more of a concern than disease prevention.4,16

**Theme 2: Sexual partners have an important influence on behaviour in general**

The nature of the partner and the partnership influences not just whether a young person uses a condom but sexual behaviour in general. Individuals might see sex as something that could strengthen a relationship, or as a way to please a partner.14,17–22 Pregnancy can even be sought as a way to keep hold of a boyfriend.23–25

Some young people fear physical violence or retribution if they refuse sex.18,26–29 Violence against women within relationships can be seen as normal, or as being the victim’s fault.26,30 Girls in South Africa were told by friends to keep silent about coercion and violence by boyfriends.26 If being feminine is thought to require a stable partnership with a man, failed partnerships can damage women’s social position.31,32

**Theme 3: Condoms can be stigmatising and associated with lack of trust**

Carrying or buying condoms can imply sexual experience— undesirable for women,11,33,34 although sometimes desirable for men.6,35,36 Similarly, asking for condoms can imply inappropriate experience for women.

“If a woman offers me a condom, I won’t take her seriously [ie, marry her]. I don’t think she would be a good model for my kids.” *Mexico, unmarried man*37

Young people also worry that asking for their partner to use a condom implies that they think their partner is diseased;38 thus, condom-free intercourse can be seen as a sign of trust.17,39 In South Africa9,18 and Uganda,21 for example, wanting to use a condom can be interpreted as a sign of carrying disease.

**Theme 4: Gender stereotypes are crucial in determining social expectations and behaviour**

All the societies studied had strikingly similar expectations of men’s and women’s behaviour. Men are expected to be highly heterosexually active, and women chaste40,41— women’s virginity at marriage often has high social value.10,13,34 Vaginal penetration is perceived to be important in determining masculinity, and marks the transition from boyhood to manhood.42 Men are expected to seek physical pleasure, but women desiring sex can be branded “loose” or “cheap.”26,33,35,41 Where romantic love is expected to precede marriage, sex for young women must be linked to romance, and they are expected to be “swept off their feet” into sexual intercourse, in a way that is not logical, planned, or rational.25,41,43 Men, on the other hand, may scheme and plot to obtain sex, for example, by deceiving women into thinking the relationship is a serious one when it is not.13,44

Paradoxically, despite the stigmatising effect for women in carrying condoms or using other contraception, women, not men, are generally considered responsible for pregnancy prevention.13,35,45

**Theme 5: There are penalties and rewards for sex from wider society**

Social rewards and penalties influence behaviour. Complying with gender expectations can raise social status: for men, by having many partners,21,30,42,44,46,47 for women, by chastity or securing a stable, exclusive relationship with a man.30,43,48 While pregnancy outside marriage can be stigmatising, for some women pregnancy can be an escape route from the parental home.34,49 Young people may behave in particular ways through fear of being caught in the act.50,51 Sex can also be a way to obtain money and gifts from boyfriends: this is particularly well-described for sub-Saharan Africa,21,22,33,52 but is not exclusive to the region.27,44
The relation between individual motivations and social expectations is complex. For instance, behaviours considered risky or taboo can become desirable for that very reason.\textsuperscript{10,16,53}

**Theme 6: Reputations and social displays of sexual activity or inactivity are important**

Reputations are crucial for social control of sexual behaviour. Reputations are linked to displays of chastity for women, or heterosexual activity for men. Being branded “queer” (ie, homosexual),\textsuperscript{54} or “slut”\textsuperscript{30} or equivalent\textsuperscript{19,29,55} can lead to social isolation, or worse (eg, gang rape, murder\textsuperscript{7,26}).

Women’s reputations are damaged by “too many” partners.\textsuperscript{15,30,37,46,56,57} Even mentioning sex can risk implying sexual experience and damage reputations.\textsuperscript{35} Some women in Nepal feigned ignorance of all contraceptives to preserve their reputations.\textsuperscript{57}

Although direct intergenerational communication about sex is rare,\textsuperscript{22,25} family members may for instance prevent young people socialising with members of the opposite sex, to protect family and individual reputations.\textsuperscript{50}

Young men’s reputations can suffer if they are not seen to push for sexual access and numerous female partners,\textsuperscript{8,18,44,55} so displaying heterosexual activity can be important.\textsuperscript{44,46,58–60} Groups of men commonly visit brothels together in Thailand,\textsuperscript{47,61} Philippines,\textsuperscript{62} and Cambodia.\textsuperscript{63}

Young men often report sexual experiences to their peers, sometimes in exaggerated terms,\textsuperscript{40,46,64} and first sexual intercourse is often proudly recounted.\textsuperscript{40,42}

There is often a stigma attached to not having or being unable to have penetrative intercourse. Young men not having sex with their girlfriends may be accused of being “gay”.\textsuperscript{30,44} Some worry they will be unable to achieve penetration,\textsuperscript{42} and may even avoid condom use for fear of loss of erection.\textsuperscript{45,65}

**Theme 7: Social expectations hamper communication about sex**

Social pressures mean that women might not wish to mention sex or acknowledge sexual desires, particularly early in a relationship.\textsuperscript{25,27,41} Young people often avoid speaking openly to partners about sex, instead using deliberate miscommunication and ambiguity.\textsuperscript{18,26,45,56,66} For instance, women may avoid saying “yes” directly to sexual activity in case they seem inappropriately willing.\textsuperscript{8,21,55,56,64} This makes “no” difficult to interpret.\textsuperscript{29} Genuine refusal under these circumstances may be hard to communicate as a result.

“When [women] say ‘no’ they mean ‘yes’. [A woman] can never come out clearly and say ‘let’s do it’. You need to read her facial expression... If she keeps on saying ‘no’ and closing her eyes, she wants it [sex].” p 163, South Africa, urban young man\textsuperscript{67}

Young people may avoid discussing sex for fear that raising the possibility may lead to loss of face or hurting others’ feelings (through rejection), or damage to reputation (through seeming inappropriately forward).\textsuperscript{46,57,68} This makes safer sex difficult to plan: if the possibility of sexual intercourse is not acknowledged, contraception is unlikely to be discussed.\textsuperscript{16,56,64}

Young people could also be reluctant to discuss condom use in case it is seen as equivalent to proposing or agreeing to sex. One man in the UK said the problem with producing a condom was that “...you’re just assuming that you’ll have sex with someone, and you don’t know whether they want to have sex with you”.\textsuperscript{69} Avoiding talk of condom use also keeps the option of refusing intercourse open. “You don’t want to assume that you are going to go all the way”. Australia, young woman\textsuperscript{70}

**Discussion**

Our review of research suggests that there are striking similarities in young people’s sexual behaviour worldwide. The seven common themes we have outlined can be used to help answer specific questions, for example why some young people are inconsistent condom users, even with high levels of knowledge and access to condoms. Young people may choose not to use a condom
with a partner they perceive to be "clean" (theme 1); they may not have discussed sex with their partners in advance and so be unprepared (theme 7); the social importance for men of achieving penetrative sex, particularly for the first time (themes 4 and 6), may mean they prioritise the experience of sex over any risks; and women may not suggest condom use for fear of appearing too experienced (theme 6), or wish to strengthen the relationship by complying with their partners’ desires (theme 5).

Similarly, we can explore why a young couple might have sexual intercourse without any form of contraception: they might be ignorant of methods, or one or both might want pregnancy (theme 2); the man might assume his partner will take responsibility for pregnancy prevention (theme 4), although the woman might feel unable to obtain, carry, or use contraceptive methods because of concern for her reputation (themes 3 and 6); finally, either might be reluctant to raise the topic beforehand, wishing to retain ambiguity about whether sexual intercourse will take place (theme 7), or avoid seeming too forward (themes 4, 6, and 7).

Our review only covered publications in English—although these included studies from a wide range of countries. Second, while every effort was made to identify books and other items not listed on databases searchable by key words, some may have been omitted. Third, we did not discuss homosexual behaviour because studies of this in young people are rare; however, our analysis of the few that do exist suggests similar themes to those identified for heterosexual behaviour.

Our findings help explain why many HIV programmes have not been effective. Researchers have identified many reasons for young people not using condoms beyond the most obvious: "ignorance" and "barriers to access to contraception". Therefore, programmes that merely provide information and condoms, without addressing the crucial social factors identified are only tackling part of the problem.

The importance of social influences on behaviour seems obvious in light of evidence from qualitative research—yet is often overlooked by policymakers. Undoubtedly, policymakers are beginning to address factors such as gender inequalities and stereotypes. The challenge now is to design locally tailored programmes that take all seven themes into account and address the important factors for each setting.

The seven themes form a useful, evidence-based checklist of social influences that can be a starting point for local needs assessments and developing programmes. Policymakers should ask themselves how each theme manifests itself locally, for instance: "in what ways are condoms stigmatising in this setting?”, and how important it is.

By gathering qualitative and quantitative data relevant to each theme, policymakers can build a local profile of possible influences on sexual behaviour. This systematic exercise may highlight gaps in local knowledge and inadequacies in existing programmes. The profile could also be used to brief local public health practitioners, determine which programmes are likely to work best, and identify suitable measures for programme evaluation.

One key insight from this review is that the research risks becoming repetitive. For example, there is a wealth of material on the sexual double standard (theme 4):

“In general, both sexes were strongly aware that the gender scripting was such that the man made the sexual advances and the woman was expected to resist” Thailand71

“Social norms dictate that boys should initiate [the process of developing sexual relationships]; for a girl to do so (at least if this is too explicit) suggests loose morality or prostitution” Uganda21

“Boys were expected to be ‘in charge’, to ‘take chances’, and to ‘sleep around’, girls to be glad, interested and attentive, but not too assertive” Sweden53
Such findings provide important foundations for understanding young people’s sexual behaviour, but researchers must move beyond these initial insights. Future work should explore four main areas.

First, we need to understand what causes deviance from expected or stereotypical behaviour, particularly when this leads to health benefits: for instance, which men refuse sexual intercourse? Why? How do they interact with their peers?

Second, research should ask more detailed questions. For instance, rather than asking, “Why do young people not use condoms?” one might ask, “What makes young people who demand condoms in long-term relationships different from those who do not?” Researchers have also begun to collect more detail about social context through ethnographies. We need more work like this to capture the full range of influences on sexual behaviour.

Third, there are some areas that research has so far only touched on. For instance: what is the relation between pleasure and sexual behaviour? (And how do we define pleasure?) How do men view their responsibility for pregnancy? How does this affect their contraceptive use?

Finally, we need to analyse, not just the forces that shape behaviour, but the forces that drive changes in behaviour. How and why do young people change over the course of their lives? For instance, how do their contraceptive practices alter as they become more sexually experienced? Also, what are the differences between age cohorts? For instance, how were 15-year-olds in 2005 different from 15-year-olds in 2000?

Social expectations, especially ideas about how men and women should behave, are a powerful influence on behaviour; the influence of sexual partners is also considerable, as are young people’s ideas about stigma and risk; and social pressures make it difficult to communicate clearly with partners, which makes safer sex less likely.
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